We know that 'our' Universe consists of 'known' matter only ∼ 4.5%: our understanding is incomplete seeing directly in neutrino oscillations (never mind about 'other' Universes). Charm quarks had great impact on our understanding of known matter. QCD is the only local quantum field theory to describe strong forces. We can learn novel lessons about strong dynamics by measuring rates around the thresholds of [QQ] states with Q = b, c. Furthermore they give us gateways for New Dynamics (ND), where we have to go from arXiv:1503.07719v1 [hep-ph]
Landscapes for fundamental dynamics
At the end of the previous millennium we realized that our Universe consists of much more: known matter ∼ 4.5%, dark matter ∼ 26.5% and vacuum (or dark) energy ∼ 69%.
Since the beginning of this millennium we know about known matter: (a) We have failed to understand the huge asymmetry in known matter vs. anti-matter in our universe.
(b) The Standard Model (SM) produces at least the leading source of the measured CP violations in neutral kaons and B transitions (possibly except in B s oscillations).
(c) No CP asymmetry has been established -yet -in the decays of charm hadrons or baryons in general (except 'our existence').
(d) The neutral Higgs-like state has been found in the SM predicted mass region and no sign of New Dynamics (ND) in its decays -yet. We know that 'the' Higgs's amplitude is mostly a scalar at least.
(e) It is possible -in particular in CP asymmetries in charm hadrons decays -might show the impact of Dark Matter. Furthermore the decays of τ leptons can calibrate those correlations. At least we learn novel lessons about non-perturbative QCD.
We know that the SM cannot produce neutrino oscillations; it was found with ∆m(ν i ) = 0 & three non-zero angles. There is a decent chance to find CP asymmetries there despite the background with the asymmetries in nuclei vs. anti-nuclei. The definition of known matter is 'fuzzy' or 'subtle'.
In this review I mostly focus on measured or measurable charm hadrons transitions, but I do not ignore others and their informations they can give us. Even when we cannot establish the existence of New Dynamics (ND) in these transitions, we learn novel lessons about the connections between strong & weak forces and with beauty hadrons' dynamics. To use different words, but the same meanings: the situations of fundamental dynamics around thresholds ofH c H c & τ + τ − are complex and also allow indirect informations about H b transitions.
First I 'paint' the landscape about flavor dynamics. Charm quarks had changed the situation about fundamental dynamics in several ways.
• Previously quarks were mostly seen as a mathematical trick to describe strong forces of hadrons. Not all agreed: Charm quark was introduced for simple reason, namely to talk about connections of two quark and lepton families [1] . In 1970 it was suggested to solve the subtle problem with flavor-changing neutral currents without tree diagrams [2] . 'GIM' gentlemen came up the reason for the name 'charm': it has 'magic powers' to prevent bad luck. It deals with snakes while keeping people safe by watching them; to say it in poetic ways: "pretend to charm a cobra".
• Actually a very good candidate event was found in 1971 for the decay of a charm hadron in the emulsion exposed to cosmic rays and analyzed at the Nagoya University [3] ; the leader of that experimental group was K. Niu. It showed X ± → h ± π 0 with h ± denoting a charged hadron that can be a meson or baryons. With a lifetime around few × 10 −14 s it is a weak decay; if h ± is a meson, the mass of X ± is around 1.8 GeV -not bad! Actually quarks was seen already as physical states at the physics department in the Nagoya University; outside it was mostly ignored.
• Actually it was pointed out already in 1963 in the Russian version by Okun's book [4] -before the discovery of CP violation (CPV) -that charm hadrons could be searched in multi-lepton events in neutrino production. Evidence for their existence was found by interpreting opposite-sign dimuons events: νN → µ − D... → µ − µ + ... [5] .
• In a seminal 1973 paper M.K. Gaillard and B. Lee [6] explored in details how charm quarks affect K 0 −K 0 oscillations, K L → µ + µ − /2γ through quantum corrections; their findings gave a bound m c ≤ 2 GeV. Together with J. Rosner they extended the analysis in a review that was written in the summer of 1974 [7] . At the same time it was suggested that charm and anti-charm quarks form an unusually narrow vector meson boundstate due to gluons carrying three colors and their couplings decreasing with increasing mass scales [8] . The theoretical tools were in place to deal with the surprising observations to be made.
However it did not convince the skeptics -they needed a Damascus experience to turn from "Saulus" into "Paulus" -from disbelievers into believers.
• That happened! An unusually narrow resonance in e + e − collisions at SLAC on the west coast of the US and p Be collisions at BNL on the east one in 1974 was found. It produced an important change in 'paradigm', namely J/ψ(1S) seen as a boundstate [cc] (after passional discussions for a year). It was established also by ψ(2S) and ψ (3.77) ; the latter produces a factory of D 0D0 and D + D − . As before I call that 'October revolution of 1974' in fundamental dynamics.
• Quarks are real physical states, but they can seen in boundstates, not free as named due to 'confinement' 1 . For several reasons we realized that unbroken local color SU (3) C describes the 'strong' forces from the long to the short distances.
• First it was thought we need two pairs of SM quarks, namely Up-& Down-type quarks with (u, c) & (d, s) with charged +2/3 & −1/3, respectively, with the names s ='strange' & c ='charm'.
• On the other hand the situation at that energy scale was (& still are) more much complex as mentioned above. After much more discussions & more careful analyses we realized that we have also found the third lepton family with the charged τ . It suggested that also a third quark family exists; we have 'just' to find it.
• The Proceedings of the CCAST Symposium came from the Institute of High Energy Physics (Beijing) in 1987 [10] . I might be seen biased. However reading the Proceedings is still useful not only about history. We had made sizable progress in the last 27 years, but not at all items; careful readers of these Proceedings still find the roads (or at least footprints) for future progress.
• Wolfenstein introduced the super-weak scenario in 1964 [11] ; it gave definition of CPV classes, but not a theory. Looking back from the 21th century it means that theorists were slow to deal with that challenge. Kobayashi & Maskawa got their paper published in 1973 [12] to discuss the general landscape of CP asymmetries. From in the beginning of the 21th century we knew that the SM produces at least the leading source of the measured CPV with three quark families (or more). We get six triangle with different shapes, but with the same area.
'Cicerone for the physics of charm' [13] tell us about HEP history in flavor dynamicsbut much more than that: it shows the 'roads' for future research. I will refer to it several times; it makes it easier for readers; furthermore very interested readers can see the list of references and read them (like pioneering papers by Shifman & Voloshin [14] ). Charm hadrons are mostly seen as somewhat heavy flavor ones. However we know that the situation is more complex than that. One can say that charm hadrons act as the bridge between the worlds light and heavy flavor hadrons. What I mean -it depends. Often it helps to understand what happens both in strong & weak dynamics. The situations have changed, since we have much more data with better tools to analyze them; furthermore theoretical tools have evolved with more focus an accuracy & correlations with others.
In the era of the 21st century one can use models only as the first or second steps to probe data. More refined theoretical tools have appeared that are really based on quantum field theory: operator product expansion (OPE), heavy quark expansion (HQE), sum rules (like light cone sum rules), dispersion relations, 1/N C expansions, hybrid renormalization, NRQCD, LQCD etc.etc. [13] . It is crucial to use judgement which tools can be best and where and why. Experience helps us to learn even about past mistakes! 1 There is subtle exception: top quarks decays before they can produce boundstates [9] .
The SM is no wrong, but obviously incomplete, and the impact of ND is subtle. The possible landscape of dynamics is 'complex'; however I will focus on items based on my judgment:
• The elements V cs and V cd of the CKM matrix have to be measured with accuracy and connected with other amplitudes. There is a general statement: we have to focus on precision in ∆B = 0 and accuracy in ∆C, ∆S = 0. First we need to apply refined parametrization of the CKM matrix.
• The word of 'symmetry' is broad, but I assume CPT invariance. • QCD is the only local quantum field theory we have for 'strong' forces. We have to test how much control we have over it quantitatively: lifetimes of charm mesons & baryons and inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratios etc. etc.
• For exclusive semi-leptonic decays the situations are more complex, since long distance dynamics are crucial. Other theoretical tools have to be used there. LQCD finds very good test grounds.
give us even better tests for it -and maybe also for evidence for ND.
• Very suppressed decays like
have not been found yet. It is dominated by long distance dynamics for which we have little control. If we have enough huge data, we might learn from those rates. However, when we have to analyze refined asymmetries, we have a chance to find about existence of ND [15] .
• Of course it is important to find CP asymmetries in two-body FS in mesons & baryons. It is crucial to probe regional CP asymmetries in three-& four-body FS.
We have two examples with B ± decays [16, 17] . The SM produces very small CP asymmetries in singly Cabibbo suppressed (SCS) transitions and basically zero in doubly Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) ones; those are defined by the SM. Furthermore we know that the SM produces basically zero ones in DCS charm decays; therefore there is hardly any (theoretical) background from known dynamics.
The usual tools about strong forces are good for spectroscope for hadrons. However, when we include weak dynamics, we need more refined tools when probing CP asymmetries 2 . This article is organized as follows: Sect.2 I talk about local and global symmetries and the tools needed for the data about heavy hadrons in general; next I will discuss (semi-)leptons and rare decays of charm hadrons in Sect.3; then in Sect.4 I turn to the non-leptonic decays of charm hadrons which give as a much more complex landscape, in particular about many-body FS; it is important to calibrate τ decays in ∆S = 0, 1 for several reasons as shown in Sect.5 and comments about correlations with beauty transitions Sect. 6 ; it summarizes what we have learned already and gives an outlook for the future in Sect.7.
Symmetries & tools
The flavor landscapes are quite different for charm & beauty hadrons and τ leptons with very different uncertainties. Obviously beauty hadrons are heavy flavors; however the other two are mostly on the right side of that. In my view there is a more general statement: 'symmetry' (= 'συµµ τ ρα') goes beyond the meaning of 'tools' 3 .
Refined parametrization of the CKM matrix
Dynamics of flavor violation in the SM world are described by the CKM matrix as the first step. It describes the quark couplings wth the left-handed charged bosons by three angles and one weak phase (with three families). The correlations of the matrix elements are described by three unity relations and six triangles, where the latter have the same area 4 ; mostly we focus on the decays of hadrons, but we use it also for their productions:
2 When one talks about baryon decays with three quarks, it is easier to draw diagrams with gluons coupling to quark only and often done; however one should remember that self-interactions are crucial for non-abelian dynamics.
3 I might be seen as biased due to my first name. 4 There is a general statement about the numbers N of quark families. For N = 2 there is no source of CPV. For N = 4 (are more) the landscape is much more 'complex': triangles are not enough; to say it differently: one probes triangles whether their angles add to 180 o or not.
Fitting global 2014 data gives by usingρ = ρ(1 − λ 2 /2 + ...) etc. [19] :
There is one subtle problem: data suggest that |η| and even more |ρ| are not of order unity. It is somewhat surprising how this obvious pattern is so succesful despite its disagreement with expected values ofη andρ. Now we have to a era, where we need accuracy or even precision. Other parametrizations have been suggested for good reasons. One has been found specifically in Ref. [20] with λ while f ∼ 0.75,h ∼ 1.35 and δ QM ∼ 90 o . It is close to reality to deal with non-leading source for B decays and/or very small one in D decays in the SM:
Thus the landscape of the CKM matrix is more subtle than it is usually said; it is described by six triangles that are different in subtle ways but still with the same area:
Triangle I.1 :
Triangle III.1 :
The pattern in flavour dynamics is less obvious for CP violation in hadron decays as stated before [21] . Triangles III.1, II.1, I.1 describe B 0 , B 0 s , K 0 , respectively, including oscillations. Super-heavy top quarks decay before they can produce hadrons [9] . Triangle I.2 affects charm transitions: SCS give a more complex situation, where we can see at c → dud, c → sus diagrams and also c → u one; the last one gives us a real challenge to connect quark diagrams with hadronic amplitudes; for example the difference between penguin diagrams and final state interactions (FSI)/re-scattering is 'fuzzy'. Furthermore we have to deal with interferences between Cabibbo favored & DCS amplitudes.
However, the correlations between triangles are very important; for example: c → dus describes DCS amplitudes in mesons & baryons and give zero weak phases up to O(λ 7 ). I will discuss that and their connections with the transitions of beauty hadrons. This is only the first step in discussing the informations that the data tell us. Then we need a second step -it needs work and judgment; later a third one where one will need more data, more tools, more time ... and more thinking.
ABJ (or triangle) anomaly
In the world of three quark and two families of leptons we had to overcome another challenge, which is subtle. A classical symmetry is expressed due to the existance of a conserved current; we get ∂ µ J 5 µ = 0 for massless fermions. The triangle diagram with an internal loop of only fermions coupled to three external axial vectors or one axial & two vectors generates a 'quantum anomaly'; it removes a classical symmetry [22] :
even for massless fermions; G andG denote the gluonic field strength tensor & its dual:
by itself yields a finite result -yet it destroys the renormalizability of the theory: it cannot be "renormalized away" in a gauge-invariant way with a dimensional four operator. Instead it has to be neutralized by adding a contribution from all classes of fermions in the theory to yield a zero result. For the SM all electric charges of fermions of a given family have to add to zero. It imposes a connection between the charges of quarks & leptons; e & µ get charge number "-2", while u, d, s quarks with three colors "zero"; however with colored charm quarks we get "+2". Excellent -yet it does not explain this connection.
There is another challenge: we have found the τ lepton adding another charge number "-1" with a mass similar to those of charm mesons. Therefore some of us expected to find the third family of quarks for the future, namely [t, b] with masses with much heavier masses. It shows that our Nature has a sense of jokes to deal with our understanding or lack of.
There are three comments: (a) The impact of the 'ABJ anomaly' has an unusually long history in modern physics: these important papers were published more than 45 years ago [22] . (b) It is not only a deep reasons, but had impact in the real world, namely in the decay π 0 → 2γ; actually there is a connection even older, namely the paper from Nobel Prize Steinberger [23] about that. (c) It is not mostly about history; one learns from the theoretical techologies used before and applied in other landscapes.
Theoretical tools for decays
Anything can happen, but I assume CPT invariance, analyticity & unitarity in quantum field theory (& also in effective ones). The connections are subtle in many ways in symmetries. There are three classes of FS for hadrons: leptonic, semi-leptonic and nonleptonic ones 5 . Furthermore there are subclasses of inclusive vs. exclusive ones, where different tools (with different uncertainties) can be used. I will come back to that item below in some details. The same classifications apply to the decays both of charm & beauty hadrons although the deeper meanings are different; for example, Dalitz plots for three-body FS are mostly populated in charm decays, while the center is basically empty for beauty hadrons. Finally one can and should use semi-hadronic τ decays to calibrate our prediction with real data.
Quark diagrams are described with two-dimensional plots; however in general the FS are described by three-dimensional plots and beyond when one includes spin observables. To be realistic it is enough to discuss nonleptonic decays with at most four-body FS. Furthermore the connections of quark diagrams with operators are subtle, in particular about local vs. non-local operators; the latter depend crucially on long-distances FSI.
I will discuss these classes with more details below. Here I just give comments on non-leptonic decays of charm mesons and baryons, in particular about CP asymmetries.
• First one focus on two-body non-leptonic FS for obvious reasons. Measuring them gives one-dimensional observables from the rates and only numbers (i.e., zerodimensional ones) of CP asymmetries.
• Probing Dalitz plots for CP asymmetries give two-dimensional observables as we have seen already about B decays in the recent LHCb data; I will comment about it below. If the plot is not flat, it shows that FSI are not trivial, namely like resonances in different ways. One applies amplitudes for FS with hadrons and
6 . I am not claiming that amplitudes of three-body are described by a sum of two-body FS perfectly. To be realistic it is enough for a long time.
It is a good reason to say that the analyses are model-insensitive 7 . We have to remember that the real theory does not always give the best fitting of the data. Furthermore we have to measure correlations with other data. It shows in general that averaged strong phases in three-body FS (or more) are seen only a 'backup' of the information from two-body FS -i.e., only a first step to understand the dynamics. One has to go beyond that, in particular about CP asymmetries. We have the tools to probe Dalitz plots about regional asymmetries. First one uses model-insensitive and then uses real theoretical tools that are checked due to correlations with other transitions as long as they are 'acceptable'; the meaning of that depends.
• One has to be realistic with finite data when probing four-body FS and find tools to analyse one-dimensional asymmetries. We are at the beginning to that road to understand the underlying forces.
These are general statements. The real impacts of ND come in the details. There are connections with effective quark operators and hadronic transitions due to 'duality' [24] -but they are subtle. One cannot compare only the FS using measured masses of hadrons and suggested ones for quarks -it misses the crucial point of duality, namely the impact of non-perturbative forces.
The landscapes of CP asymmetries in charm (& beauty) hadrons give 'wonderful challenges' for probing ND (including baryon decays [25] ). At least we learn about the impact of FSI in the worlds of hadrons.
For several reasons the number of colors has to be three (& not two or four in particular!). Yet in the limit of N C → ∞ QCD's non-perturbative dynamics becomes tractable [26] : only planar diagrams contribute to hadronic scattering, and the asymptotal states areqq = mesons &= baryons; i.e., 'confinement' is proved then (also aboutetc.), and also the Zweig or OZI rule holds. One treats short distance-dynamics with N C = 3 kept fixed to derive effective Lagrangian at lower scales. Once it has been evolved down to scales, where one wants to evaluate hadronic matrix elements, which are shaped by long-distance dynamics, one expands those in powers of 1/N C for H Q → f :
This expansion of N C → ∞ has shown that it often gives us good ideas and more, namely it shows the 'roads'. For example, it helped us to deal with two-body non-leptonic decays of charm mesons [13, 27] . This technology is between models where one can talk about uncertainties inside the model and real theories where the uncertainties can be decreased systematically. It is not truly an expansion, since it cannot go beyond b 1 .
Effective transition amplitudes including re-scattering
One can describe the amplitudes of hadrons with CPT invariance following the history sketched above; it is given in Refs. [28, 29] and in Sect. 4.10 of Ref. [30] with details:
T resc a j f describe FSI between f and intermediate on-shell states a j that connect with this FS. For a long time it is enough to focus on strong re-scattering; one can describe it with the word of FSI. One gets 'regional' CP asymmetries, not just 'averaged' ones:
these FS f consist of two-, three-, four-body etc. like pions and kaons. One describes three-body FS with Dalitz plots; the landscapes of four-body etc. are even more 'complex', namely a 'drama with more actors'. In principle one can probe local asymmetries -but one has to be realistic with finite data and a lack of 'perfect' quantitative control of nonperturbative QCD. Furthermore it is more important not to depend on models that give us the best 'fitting' of the data; we need real theories about understanding of the underlying dynamics, think about correlations with our information and of course describe the data in acceptable ways. This statement is often subtle (including to define 'regional' asymmetries), but crucial; I will discuss them in some details below. CP asymmetries have to vanish upon summing over all such states f using CPT invariance between subclasses of partial widths:
since
We can describe transitions of boundstates ofqq (or); the simplest case is for mesons, but still not simple. We have to include re-scattering due to strong forces (for practical reasons we can mostly ignore QED FSI) and its large impact. Penguin diagrams can do the job with absorption due to internal c quarks in principle by adding pairsqq for beauty hadrons. However the situations with charm hadrons are not clear even in principle. The connections of penguin and tree diagrams with reality are often fuzzy as pointed out in Refs. [28, 29, 30] .
Can we quantitatively connect quark diagrams with hadronic amplitudes? It is one thing to draw quark diagrams by adding pair ofqq, but it is quite another thing to trust them. How can one connect the data about the decays with two-, three-, four-body FS with the information about the underlying dynamics? We have to apply several theoretical tools there, connect with others transitions -and think about their limits. I will discuss U-spin symmetry, its uncertainties for good reasons and its connections with V-spin one. I will give short comments about dispersion relations.
Penguin diagrams show amplitudes for Q → q+ gluons, where Q anduarks carry the same charge; look at an artistic version in Fig.3 On the other side we have c =⇒ u amplitude, which are mostly dominated by long-distance dynamics, where we have less control over inclusive ones and even much less for exclusive ones. Based on chiral symmetries one expects their impact mostly on two-body FS and somewhat on three-body FS, but hardly beyond. Re-scattering amplitudes include the impact of penguin diagrams, but they are much broader:
• Eqs. (23, 24) apply to amplitudes in general including many-body FS, whether for hadrons or quarks boundstates (with constitute quarks) in initial states (& between) -never mind whether we can calculate that or not.
• In which way one can connect the landscapes of hadronic and quark amplitudesit depends. One hopes enough away fromcc threshold) to produce ∆Γ(B s,d ) for B s,d mostly by short-distance dynamics; it has been somewhat suggested also for ∆Γ(D 0 ) -maybe. When one discusses direct CP asymmetries, one needs both weak & strong phases. Quark amplitudes give weak phases. Penguin diagrams coming from non-local operators give also imaginary part that one needs for (strong) rescattering. However the situations are very 'complex' in SCS transitions of charm hadrons. There is a difference between diagrams one can compute and amplitudes that are measurable due to interferences including re-scattering.
• There is general statement. Since our control of strong dynamics is quite limited quantitatively (so far), it is very often used "global" strong phases to discuss data about three-& four-body FS and claimed to get true information from them. Yet it is only the first step.
• Penguin diagrams do not affect DCS decays of
, while re-scattering does.
• We need the help of refined tools like dispersion relations to understand the information that the data give us; I will talk about item below.
We have to think which theoretical tools we can apply and about their limits. Obviously chiral symmetry is an excellent candidate, although there are some subtle points. U-spin symmetry is a 'popular' candidate. However I have grave concerns about the control of theoretical uncertainties, in particular by ignoring the connections between U-& V-spin symmetries and worse about FS with only charged hadrons. I discuss that below.
Connections of U-& V-spin symmetries: spectroscopy vs. weak decays
The global (& broken) SU (3) f l was introduced first with its three subsymmetries SU (2) I , 2.7 GeV. One gets differences both of ∼ 0.2 GeV; it is okay, but not a tool with accuracy.
We have a better understanding of that due to mixing of 0|ūu|0 , 0|dd|0 between 0|ss|0 with scalar resonances that are not OZI suppressed [32] . It makes sense to use U-spin symmetry about spectroscopy of charm & beauty hadrons. However the situations are more complex, when one combine strong & weak dynamic as I discuss below.
Re-scattering has important impact on weak amplitudes in general and specifically for CP asymmetries, see Eqs. (23 -25) [28, 29, 30] . We cannot ignore the correlations of U-spin with V-spin symmetries. To say it differently: one cannot focus on two-body FS and even more with only charged ones in weak transitions. Simple situations appear in very low energy collisions of K − π + ⇔K 0 π 0 using SU (2) I symmetry and even
However a somewhat higher energies one has to discuss re-scattering mostly Kπ → K2π, K3π and even πK → 3K, 3Kπ etc., where are obvious differences between initial and final states. It changes also π + π − ⇔ π 0 π 0 at very low energies, but the situation will change sizably at a little higher energy with
.. due to Gparity. Furthermore it affects ππ ⇔KK at very low energies, but the landscape is also ππ → KKπ, KK2π, KKKK at somewhat higher energies.
The main point is very general: there are very different time scales of weak vs. strong forces. Therefore strong re-scattering has large impact: it makes the differences between U-& V-spin symmetries very fuzzy. Obviously U-spin symmetry is sizabely broken. The first guess is (
More refined ones are based on the item of constituent quarks as before. One can use that for models to predict exclusive decays, but with large theoretical uncertainties. The problem is to deal with FSI quantitatively. In particular we have the tools to probe Dalitz plots with like dispersion relation. The only problems we have to face are, namely more data, more time for analyze them and check them with correlations with other transitions. I will come back to that with some details.
In the world of quarks one describes mostly inclusive transitions. 'Currents' quarks with m u < m d << m s are based on theory. I-, U-& V-spin symmetries deal with u ↔ d, d ↔ s & u ↔ s. These three symmetries are obviously broken on different levels, and these violations are connected in the SM. The operators producing inclusive FS depend on their CKM parameters and the current quark masses involved there. However the real scale for inclusive decays is given by the impact of QCD, namelyΛ ∼ 1 GeV as discussed many times 8 . Thus the violations of U-& V-spin symmetries are small, and tiny for I-spin one. We can deal with inclusive rates of beauty and maybe charm hadrons using effective operators in the world of quarks.
The connections with inclusive with exclusive hadronic rates are not obvious at least, in particular about quantitative ways. The violations of I-, U-& V-spin symmetries in the measurable world of hadrons are expected to scale by the differences in pion and kaon masses, which are not small compared toΛ (or [m
. This is even more crucial about direct CP violation and the impact of strong re-scattering on amplitudes.
Going back to the history: Lipkin had suggested that U-spin violations in B decays are of the order of 10 -20 % [33] in CKM favoured ones. They might be larger in suppressed ones. One reason is that suppressed decays in the world of hadrons consist with larger numbers of states in the FS, where strong FSI have great impact with opposite signs. Furthermore the worlds of hadrons (or constitute quarks) are controlled by FSI due to non-perturbative QCD; they show the strongest impact on exclusive ones. For good reasons it has been stated that violation of U-spin symmetry is around O(10%) in inclusive decays. It can be seen in the sum of exclusive ones in large ratios that go up and down much more sizably; I will show well-known examples of that below. My central lesson: we cannot discuss U-spin symmetry (& its violations singly); we have to discuss connections with V-spin symmetry!
Expansions
Usually we cannot truly solve the challenges we faces in the landscapes of QFT. Many of the best theoretical tools we have based on some expansions, where we have some systematic uncertainties 9 . I am not saying we cannot use models; however it is the first step in the 21st century and also change direction based on better data and better thinking. Models have no systematic limits. I mention a special case, namely QCD. First, there is no competition from another local gauge theory. It is not trivial at all to combine truly strong forces in long distances with asymptotic freedom at short distances. It is crucial to combine self-interactions of three and four gluons with their color quarks. It is much easier to draw diagrams with gluon-quark couplings, but one misses the crucial point of non-abelian gauge theories.
Heavy quark theory
QCD is the only candidate among local quantum field theories to describe strong interactions. However the lack of full calculational control of strong forces limits our understanding of the information given by the data. We need other tools -like chiral theory to deal with non-perturbative dynamics in special settings. Here we have Heavy-Quark Symmetry (HQS). Non-relativistic dynamics of a spin- 1 2 particle with charge g is described by the Pauli Hamiltonian:
with A 0 & A denote the scalar & vector potentials and the magnetic field B. In the heavy mass limit only the first term survives:
i.e., an infinite heavy 'electron' is static: it does not propagate; it interact only via the 'Coulomb' potential and its spin dynamics become decoupled. Likewise for an infinite heavy quark: its mass droped out from its dynamics (though not its kinematics): it is the source of a static color Coulomb field independent of the heavy-quark spin. That is the statement from HQS. There are several direct consequences for spectrum of heavy-light system, namely mesons = [Qq] and baryons = [Qq 1 q 2 ]. One is: in the limit of m Q → ∞ the spin of thec heavy quark Q decouples, and the spectroscopy of the heavy flavor hadrons are described in terms of the spin and orbital degrees of freedom of the light quarks alone. Therefore to leading order one gets no hyperfine splitting 10 :
There are simple scaling laws about the approach to asymptote:
10 In the world of mesons one thinks to compare the squares of the meson masses:
is just luck about the conection of light and heavy mesons -or we miss something?
It is obvious already from spectroscope that beauty hadrons are heavy flavor ones; however charm hadrons act mostly as heavy flavor ones.
For the heavy quark expansion (HQE) one needs dimensionless parameters to define the landscape, namely of the order of the ratioΛ/m Q , whereΛ defines short vs. long distance dynamics in QCD in heavy flavor decays.Λ is usualy used also in LQCD analyses with O(1) GeV (or more). In details it depends about the situation where it is used. Furthermore there are subtle comments about the definition of quark masses: one uses 'running' mass m Q (µ) defined at a scale µ that shields it against strong infrared dynamics. One has to use 'well-defined' masses for decays -not pole masses. However we need more tools.
Operator product expansion
OPE is a very powerful theoretical tool of wide applicability provided by the operator product expansionà la Wilson [34] 11 .
• First one define a field theory L(Λ UV ) at a high ultraviolet scale Λ UV much higher than M W , m Q etc.
• One renormalizes the L from the cutoff Λ UV down to physical scales Λ phys for applications. In doing so, one integrated out the heavy degrees of freedom; i.e., with like M W one arrive at an effective low-energy field theory using OPE:
The local operators O i (Λ phys ) contain the active dynamical fields; i.e., those with frequencies below O i (Λ phys ).
• Their coefficients c i (Λ phys , Λ UV , M W , ...) provide the gateway for heavy degrees of freedom with frequencies above O i (Λ phys ) to enter. They are shaped by shortdistance dynamics; usually they are computed perturbatively.
• Lowering the value of O i (Λ phys ) changes the 'shape' of the Lagrangian:
phys . Integrating out heavier fields will induce higherdimensional operators to emerge in the Lagrangian.
• As a matter of principle, observables cannot depend on the choice of Λ phys ; they provides just a demarcation line:
In practice, its value must be chosen judiciously due to our present computational powers. It is reasonable to pick Λ phys =Λ ∼ 1 GeV, in particular to apply for charm transitions.
We need more & subtle steps for inclusive weak decays. One describes the decays into sufficiently inclusive final states through the imaginary part of the forward scattering operator to second order in the weak interactions invoking the optical theorem:
with the subscript t denoting the time-ordered product and L W the relevant weak Lagrangian. T (Q → Q) represent in general a non-local operator with the space-time separation x being given by the inverse of the energy release. If the latter is large compared to typical hadronic scales, the produce is dominted by short-distance dynamics and one can apply an OPE on it yielding an infinite series of local operators of increasing dimensions.
Taking the H Q expection values of the operator T normalized by 2M H Q :
One uses Λ phys ω m Q for expansion to deal with the impact of perturbative & non-perturbative QCD. Short-distance dynamics shape the number coefficients c σ · GQ, (QΓ i q)(qΓ i Q) etc. Expanding the expection value of the leading operatorQQ of dimension three:
Observables cannot depend on the value of ω. There is a crucial difference between amplitudes: in real QFT it is not trivial to connect short-& long-distance dynamics, but we have the tools to do that; using models about strong forces you can discuss uncertainties only inside the models. Inclusive transitions can be described inΛ/m Q expansion. We have learnt that inclusive transitions started only in second order in general for subtle reasons [35] , in particular about lifetimes and semileptonic decays. There are five comments:
• For heavy flavor hadrons the leading source of inclusive transitions comes from parton models in smart ways.
• Non-perturbative dynamics enter only to second order ofΛ/m Q (also in smart ways).
• For the landscape of H Q transitions we have the same list of operatorsQQ,Q i 2 σ·GQ, (QΓ i q)(qΓ i Q) etc. for the widths and the distributions, but their impact are very different due subtle statements [36] ; it works for the withs of beauty and charm hadrons, but not for distributions of charm ones.
• HQE works much better than expected before (again in smart ways).
• There is a huge difference between inclusive vs. exclusive ones. We expect that difference, but it is hardly inside our control.
It makes sense for beauty decays, but aboutΛ/m c ? Obviously it depends on the heavy quark mass; one cannot use 'pole mass' due to "old renormalon" uncertainties [37] . One needs to use very good definition, in particular called 'kinetic' mass [38, 37] :
with the scale of ∼ 1 GeV; it works very nice including at least third & fourth order. We need a little luck for applying to charm hadrons; to say it poetically: we can do it with 'undue incantation'. Actually the connection with lattice QCD studies gives us novel information about underlying fundamental dynamics that is tested now and in the future. 
Sum rules, dispersion relations and other tools
There are other theoretical tools that is less 'famous', but they are also important and even more in the future, when we have to go for accuracy or even precision.
Sum rules
'Sum rules' are an ubiquitous tools in many branches of physics, where sums or integrals over observables like rates & their moments etc. A celebrated case are the SVZ QCD sum rules named after Shifman, Vainshtein & Zakharov [39] , which allow to express low energy hadronic quantities through basic QCD parameters; first it is provided by an OPE, and then non-perturbative dynamics are parametrized through condensates 0|qq|) , 0|GG|0 etc.. They are zero in perturbative QCD; however they are treated as free parameters the value of which are fitted from some observables. It also tells us that duality between the worlds of hadrons & quarks (& gluons) is not always local -we have to treat "smeared" hadronic observables. The first real example is to describe e + e − → γ * → hadrons in the energy E c.m. ∼ 3.6 − 5 GeV including narrow resonances.
One can also apply "lightcome sum rules" [40] , "S(mall)V(elocity)" [41] and "spin sum rules" [42] . There are some examples usable with OPE: 
Dispersion relations
Dispersion relations [44, 32] are encountered in many branches of physics and in quite different contexts, while they are based on general validity of central statements in QFT. We can relate the values of a two-point function Π(q 2 ) in a QFT at different complex values of q 2 to each other through an integral representation. In particular one can evaluate Π(q 2 ) for large Euclidean values with the help of an OPE and then relate the coefficients I OPE n of local operators O n to observables like σ(e + e − → had) & their moments in the physical, i.e., Minkowskian domain through an integral over the discontinuity around the real axis:
the integral over the asymptotic arcs vanishes. Those results are based on only physical singularities -poles & cuts -on the real axis of q 2 . This is the basis of the derivation of the celebrated QCD sum rules [39] . Such dispersion relations are used to calculate transitions rates in the HQE and derive new classes of sum rules like those in [41] .
Very short summary
It is important to learn about theoretical tools, namely about the correlations with others: OPE, HQE, sum rules, dispersion relations, LQCD -and in the future with more thinking & more judgement about the connection of charm & beauty hadrons. Again: it depends where and how. Charm transitions show us the meaning of "charm a cobra" in the ways that theorists can it in their worlds. At least one has to be on the "right side".
Leptonic, semi-leptonic & rare charm decays
There is a rich landscape for learning about fundamental dynamics in (semi-)leptonic decays of charm hadrons, but I will focus on two items in charm mesons about a possible sign of ND and learn more about strong spectroscopy.
Leptonic decays of D
+ and D
+ s
The landscapes of leptonic decays of D + q → l + ν(+γ s) with q = d, s, l = τ, µ, e are less complex. The SM predictions depend on two parameters in the amplitudes, namely |V cq | due to weak forces and f Dq due to non-perturbative QCD. The amplitudes are given with W + exchanges by
The SM prediction shows the impact of chiral symmetry in the amplitude with m l 12 :
It is a well-known that f D & f Ds give us very good tests of our quantitative control over non-perturbative QCD due to LQCD and even more in the ratio f D /f Ds . The data are consistent with these predictions, but they leave sizable spaces for ND, in particular about charged Higgs exchanges:
Is there even an indirect gateway for 'Dark Matter' ?
Exclusive semi-leptonic decays of charm mesons
There are several excellent reasons for measuring exclusive semi-leptonic D + (s) decays with accuracy. I comment only one item, namely to describe the spectroscopy of neutral 12 
I also list BR(D
Gluonic components change the situation about the information we can learn from D + (s) → l + νη, l + νη (with l = e, µ) data about lessons from non-perturbative QCD. One can continue with B + → l + νη, l + νη , where l include τ . Furthermore we have a non-zero chance to find the sign of ND, in particular about B + → τ + νη, τ + νη . If you are even more ambitious, one can use these tools to probe exclusive ones like D + → π + η/η , B + → πη/η etc. These are not only an idea about the connections of strong spectroscopies with exclusive weak decays. We have tested these connections with electromagnetic dynamics, namely with accuracy: ψ , ψ, φ → γη vs. γη; ρ, ω → γη; η → γω, γρ; η → 2γ vs. η → 2γ; γγ → η vs. γγ → η ; ψ → ρ/ω/φ + η vs. ψ → ρ/ω/φ + η etc. So far -after these discussions and analyses of the data -we have not get yet to the final conclusions.
Rare decays
Of course, rare decays of beauty (& strange) hadrons give us a deeper understanding of fundamental dynamics. However the situations are very different for charm transitions, since long-distance strong forces are very important (or more) for which we have like control. First one can discuss very rare decays
Guesstimates give using second-order GIM effect, helicity suppression &
A more detailed treatments yielded in the SM [46, 47] :
13 The name of 'mixing' covers broader items than 'oscillations'; the later can be applied only to neutral mesons (or to N −N ) transitions, and crucially it depends on the impact of 'time'.
14 One might put Z η 0 assuming that |η contains more gluonic components.
The theoretical tools exist for refined analyses of the SM based on OPE including longdistance dynamics with quark condensates; yet it would be seen an academic exercise in view the very tiny rates. On the good side one can search for manifestations of ND [47, 15] 
with superheavy b quark/'Warped Extra Dimension'/multi-Higgs sector/SUSY with R parity breaking 15 . I have referred very indirectly about the "strong CP challenge" for the ABJ anomaly. The effective Langrangian for the strong forces is described by L eff = L QCD + θg 2 S 32π 2 G·G. The limits from data say we have that 'un-natural' θ < 10 −9 16 . To make it "natural", it has been suggested to solve that by introducing Peccei-Quinn symmetry [48] . It implies the existence of "axions", which have turned out to be elusive so far. Never mind, "familons" can be their flavor-nondiagonal partners. Also we have not find it in
The main problem is that long-distance strong forces can produce rates like present limits, namely D → γK * /ρ/ω,
SM gives order-of-magnitude predictions; typical numbers are [49] :
Present data give:
These numbers show there are hardly any reasons to brag about our achievements there both on the theoretical and experimental side. Future data might give us lessons about non-perturbative QCD. To be realistic, rates cannot show existance of ND. We have to measure regional asymmetries like forward-backward and/or CP asymmetries. That is the only chance to probe the impact of ND, since long-distance dynamics cannot produce those [15] ; it means we need huge data sets of
Non-leptonic decays & CP asymmetries
There are several classes of transitions of charm (& beauty) hadrons. I will focus on inclusive decays -lifetimes & semileptonic branchng ratios -and CP asymmetries.
• The first one tests our control over non-perturbative QCD; there is no other candidate for strong forces in local QFT.
• The second one discusses weak dynamics, in particular about the connection of SU (2) L x U (1) with SU (3) C . It is even more 'complex' in several ways; for example, one has to understand the dynamics between different exclusive FS and therefor the quantitative impact of re-scattering.
On the positive side: the landscapes of DCS are less complex, since in the worlds of quarks there is only one operater c → usd -except we need much more data to probe them. Furthermore the SM produce hardly any 'background' for CP asymmetries, when we search for the impact of ND.
On the other hand it is more 'complex' for SCS: there are two (refined) tree operaters plus Penguin diagrams, and the SM gives small, but not zero asymmetries.
Furthermore the data about two-body FS are going closer where one expects.
Again, drawing diagrams it does not mean we understand the dynamics. 
Lifetimes and inclusive semileptonic decays of charm hadrons
Equations (34)- (41) based on OPE & HQE apply to Lagrangians in general above, but also for the simpler semi-leptonic decays, where one has L ∝ l µν W µν , where l µν describe leptonic forces and W µν the hadronic part. As said above, we have the tools to discuss total & semi-leptonic widths for charm hadrons, but not about the energy distributions. Comparing data with our expections is not surprising, but it does not mean we can truly predict those numbers quantitatively.
Inclusive decays of mesons
Careful HQE analysis reveals that the WA contributions are helicity suppressed and/or suppressed due being non-factorizable. On the other hand PI through 1/m (69) to be compared with the data [19] :
It is amazing, how close the simple HQE value gets it. Another way to say it:
Still it is not the end of the road:
again, there is no true surprise there; it only means that the landscape of non-perturbative QCD is 'subtle'. For example: 'constituent' gluons as discussed above might have a role in η and η wavefunctions. It is easier to discuss ratios, not absolute values. However those numbers can give us more understanding about the underlying dynamics. Here is an good example, namely the lifetimes of the charm mesons [19] :
In parton models it had been argued that the τ (D + ) shows the real parton tree prediction (and also for BR(
can care the impact of WA diagrams. However, a refined HQE and m kin c shows a different landscape, namely PI is the leading source of the differences, while WA is non-leading one. After some more subtle analyzes we understand why the impact of PI is negative in mesons' transitions.
More refined and recent analysis is given [50] :
It is a bit surprizing that HQE applied to the decays of charm mesons work so well.
Furthermore it allows to test LQCD with other correlations in the future:
Inclusive decays of charm baryons & correlations with mesons
HQE gives predictions for the decays of charm baryons (all with spin ); so far one needs quark model matrix elements:
comparisons with present data are decent [19] :
We understand why the impact of WA is large in baryons decays and PI can be negative or positive [13] . One can predicted connection of the worlds of mesons and baryons. One might think that the scale is given by
∼ 2; however one can look at the ratio of the longest and shortest lifetimes of charm hadrons:
while the data give a factor of ∼ 14. It is amazing that these values are so close considering the uncertainties in the theoretical predictions. Are we just 'lucky' ?
We have data about semi-leptonic decays for only Λ c [19] :
In my view it 'suggests' that future data will give a smaller value due to reasons as discussed with details in Ref. [13] ; e.g., one can look at its page 82 & Fig. 22 there: (a) PI have large negative impact on charm mesons, although PI has large positive or negative signs for baryons. Furthermore WA are not suppressed for baryons. Therefore we are not surprized semi-quantitatively by the data
BR SL (D 0 → e + νX) ∼ (3.29 ± 0.06)%, which is somewhat smaller then (4.5 ± 1.7)%. These statements are based on thev understanding of the SM: 
CP asymmetries in two-, three-& four-body FS
The SM gives us basically zero weak phases on DCS transitions due to V * cd V us in c → usd and very small weak phases in SCS ones due to V * cd V ud , V * cs V us & their interferences.
However the connections of the worlds of hadrons and quarks (& gluons) are complex (even in different meaning). We expect impact of SM penguin diagrams in the latter. The question is: how much and where? SM penguin diagrams affected by the difference of V * cd V ud & V * cs V us , but mostly depend in long distance dynamics in charm transitions; it means they produce re-scattering. Penguin diagrams show us the 'road' to include FSI in SCS decays at best semi-quantitatively , but not for DCS ones at all. Furthermore the landscape of re-scattering amplitudes is much broader than penguin diagrams: it produces also DCS amplitudes. ND affect CP asymmetries much more than rates due to interferences of ∝ T * SM T ND . So far, neither direct nor indirect CP asymmetries has been found in charm hadrons, where we have probed SCS transitions. The data are closing, where one might expect CPV in the SM. It has not been probed asymmetries in DCS ones.
Non-leptonic amplitudes of charm hadrons are given mostly by two-, three-& fourbody FS 17 . CP asymmetries in true two-body FS 'just' give numbers, while Dalitz plots give as two-dimensional asymmetries and much more for four-body FS. Obviously one first focuses in two-body FS both for experimental & theoretical reasons, and our community mostly did it. Golden & Grinstein [51] were the first to discuss three-body FS in D decays using non-trival theoretical tools. Now novel and refined tools had appeared as I will discuss below.
Measuring averaged asymmetries is only the first step. It is crucial to probe regional asymmetries with accuracy. It shows that FSI -including broad resonances like σ/f 0 (500) & κ/K * 0 (800) 18 -in the world of hadrons greatly change the landscape for the world of quarks. However it is a real challenge to predict it quantitatively.
We have to probe data in 'model insensitive' ways. There are several roads to get the informations; some examples can be seen in [52, 53] . Comparing their results shows us their strong and weak points. However these cannot be the final steps. The real underlying dynamics do not always give the best fits of the data. We have a long history about that. We need more thinking, refineded tools and in particular about correlations with other FS based on CPT invariance. In the future it will use dispersion relations [32, 44] based on low energy collisions of two hadrons; they show their powers by combining data and experimental & theoretical tools.
Then one probes regional CP asymmetries using different technologies. Ratios of regional asymmetries do not depend on production asymmetries. One gets more observables to check experimental uncertainties. On the theory side one needs much more work, but check theoretical uncertainties about the impact of non-perturbative QCD and the impact of the existence of ND and its features. We have seen that FSI have large impact, in particular for suppressed decays of charm (& beauty) hadrons. Probing three-& four-body FS gives us sizable price about the work needed both on the experimental & theoretical sides; however there will be 'prizes' at least for a deeper understanding of strong forcesand even more in the future about ND. I will not give a complete review; I will focus on a few cases.
With many-body FS one can describe SCS amplitudes by adding pairs ofqq to c → uss and c → udd and penguin ones c → uqq with q = u, d, s. Drawing and looking at diagrams is one thing -however to calculate their amplitudes is quite another thing even semi-quantitatively, namely the impact is due to non-perturbative QCD.The strength of re-scattering depend onq i q i →q j q j , where i describes flavor, not color. Likewise for DCS decays for c → dus without penguin diagrams: one 'just' adds pairs ofqq. Regional CP asymmetries do not depend on production rates; furthermore they give us more informations about the underlying dynamics.
Probing three-body FS in D (s) (& B (s) ) decays
The usual Breit-Wigner parametrization does not well describe the impact of broad resonances like σ/f 0 (500) & κ [44, 32] both in charm (& beauty) hadronic FS for different reasons. The interferences of narrow and broad resonances cannot be just described by 'inside' and 'outside' the centers of the narrow ones. Instead they have to be described in more subtle ways -i.e., fractional asymmetries, significance etc. [52, 53] . Againit depends on the situations; however comparing results give us lessons at least about non-perturbative QCD. For the two-dimensional Dalitz plots we have the tools to probe them with a long history in strong dynamics. One needs larger amounts of data and experimental work, but they also deliver 'profits' & 'prizes', namely information about the existence of ND and its features. One can use model insensitive analyses as the second step. In the end those technologies have to agree after thinking & discussions; at least they tell us lessons about strong forces.
We need at least a third step. FSI by strong forces cannot be calculated from first principles now. Yet one can relate them with some non-trivial theoretical tools using chiral symmetry and refined dispersion relations [44, 32] , which are based on data with low energy collisions of pions and kaons. The crucial strength is that we cannot depend on the best fitted data, but on correlations with other transitions based on tested theories.
Four-body FS with different roads to ND
When we measure four-body FS we have to deal with three-dimensional world -i.e., complex situations; there one has to be both realistic & 'smart'. FSI have even more impact there about changing the situations from the worlds of quarks vs. hadrons. The landscapes of four hadrons in the FS are very different for several reasons: some are obvious, while other are more subtle; therefore one has both to think and try different roads about probing CP asymmetries in four-body FS. Furthermore our goal is to show the impact of SM vs. ND.
Traditionally one compares T odd moments of H Q → h 1 h 2 h 3 h 4 vs.H Q →h 1h2h3h4 , namely A T odd = p 1 · ( p 2 × p 3 ) for H Q decays and likewise Ā T odd forH Q ones to probe real CP asymmetry [54] :
Later it was discussed with more details for beauty mesons & baryons [55] . Actually before it was suggested for the special situations like B → V V [56] . Those asymmetries are numbers -i.e., zero-dimensional observables.
It is an intelligent way to measure asymmetries independent of production asymmetries; it was done with real data, [57, 58, 59] for charm mesons:
In the 'soon' future one should think about small steps:
However we cannot stop there: we need one-dimensional observables, although we need more data, subtle analyses and thinking. For example: one can measure the angle between two planes [30, 60, 61] :
Integrated rates give Γ 1 + Γ 2 vs.Γ 1 +Γ 2 :
Γ 3 &Γ 3 can be compared with published A T odd & Ā T odd as discussed above [30] ; it shows the sizable impact of re-scattering already there. The moments of integrated forward-backward asymmetry
gives information about CPV. It can be tested & compared used by [57, 58, 59] as shown below in Sect.4.2.3.
In the future we should probe semi-regional asymmetries. One could disentangle also Γ 1 vs.Γ 1 and Γ 2 vs.Γ 2 by tracking the distribution in φ; Γ 1 =Γ 1 and/or Γ 2 =Γ 2 represents direct CPV in the partial width.
If there is a production asymmetry, it gives global Γ 1 = cΓ 1 , Γ s = cΓ 2 and Γ 3 = −cΓ 3 with global c = 1. Furthermore one can applying these observables to different definitions of those planes as discussed below and there correlations; it will help to understanding these underlying forces.
There are subtle ways to define the angle φ. We have learnt from the history of Seghal [62] really predicted CPV there around 14 % based on K 0.002. It helps to discuss that situation in more details with unit vectors:
Then one measures asymmetry in the moments:
There is an obvious reason to probe only the angle between the two
However the situations are more complex for several reasons:
i.e., no impact from b Q &b Q terms. Furthermore one wants to probe semi-regional asymmetries, where b Q andb Q contribute :
Again one should not choose which gives the best fitting one, but has deeper reasons. These examples are correct from the general theoretical bases. However, some deal better with experimental uncertainties, cuts and/or probe the impact of ND; also the true underlying dynamics do not produce the best fitting of the data. Furthermore it is crucial to use CPT invariance as a tool for correlations with other transitions. These tools apply both to SCS & DCS decays. (d) It is crucial to measure the correlations between these sources with accuracy. From the theoretical view it is best to probe CP asymmetries in DCS, namely
writted as q p
it leads to the strong phase δ Kπ depending on the FS with
The 'natural scale' for DCS is tan 2 θ C with |ρ Kπ | ∼ O(1). It also means that the natural scale for indirect CPV is enhanced very much by (x D , y D )/ tan 2 θ C ; i.e, again: "prize" vs. "price".
SCS decays give BR(D
on their ratios. It shows the large impact of re-scattering. FS of 2π produces I = 0, 2 whileKK with I = 0, 1; thus re-scattering happens for I = 0 FS due to strong forces. D 0 transitions produce also neutral hadrons in the FS:
However we have little quantitative control (so far).
Obviously one uses CPT invariance; one applies G parity that connect two, four & six pions and three & five ones. It has been suggested [63] to probe U-spin symmetry by probe amplitudes with |A( 
0 etc.etc. They happen most of the time. Therefore three-& four-body FS have large impact on the non-leptonic decays.
Ref. [64] for D 0 → π + π − π 0 seems to ignore re-scattering from [cū] → ussū; I see no reason at all why to do that. That is another example why we have to think about real re-scattering, not just looking at diagrams. We know that strong phases are large in general and depend on the FS. We need to connect amplitudes in the world of quarks with those of hadrons with theoretical tools & judgments.
Effective transition amplitude with re-scattering connect two-body FS of charged & neutral hadrons, see Sect.(2.3.1); i.e., U-& V-spin symmetries affected in the world of hadrons. If the U-spin violations are so small and therefore of the expansion of U-spin violations makes sense, I would see that is 'luck' so far -or we miss some important features of non-perturbative QCD.
For DCS decays one describes c → dsu amplitude V * cd V us with basically zero weak phases, see Eq. (14) . It is excellent to find ND and maybe also its features. Penguin diagrams do not help to describe re-scattering/FSI here.
One [65] , in particular about 21 . I disagree with some of their statements. The title c → u suggests there is no challenge to connect diagrams with operators; furthermore they talk mostly about tree and penguin diagrams in SCS transitions. There are suble, but important differences between diagrams, local & non-local operators; we have to deal with non-trival challenges there. Again the left sides of Eqs. (23, 24) describe amplitudes of hadrons; the right sides deal with boundstates ofq i q j . It is crucial to measure true three-and four-body FS with accuracy.
LHCb data gave us integrated refined T-odd measurement for 
PDG lists only averaged CP asymmetries for SCS [19] :
It is very important to probe regional asymmetries and likewise for D
Even averaged CP asymmetries in DCS were not measured yet. In the future it is crucial -but not easy -to probe regional asymmetries in
There is hardly any background from the SM, and therefore there is a goldon opportunity for establishing ND; likewise for
For SCS rates data tell us about asymmetries [19] :
21 It does not matter that the first results from LHCb CP asymmetries have disappeared. Of course, we would not expect any non-zero value on that level. Obviously we need more data and to probe regional asymmetries in the future. Furthermore we need much more data for DCS ones, in particular for D
It gives us a more 'exotic' landscape for CP asymmetries.
CP asymmetries in non-leptonic decays of charm baryons
Refined tree & penguin diagrams and re-scattering are important as before about mesons, but WA diagrams are not suppressed by chiral symmetry for baryons. Therefore more operators have to be included.
One 
Dynamics of τ leptons
The most obvious goal is to extract |V ud | & |V us | in semi-hadronic τ decays and compare which one gets from semi-leptonic D ones. One can probe τ leptons about flavor violation, [66, 67, 61] . The crucial challenge is: we need huge numbers of τ decays, while we can control the SM background before we get candidates in a complex landscape. When candidates will be found, battles about rates (∝ |A ND | 2 ) between theorists will start 'in the field': we have the tools to deal with that in details [66, 67] . Actually it would make it a 'field day' for the theorists at least. However one should not forget about the differences between 'statistical' vs. 'systematic' uncertainties; the later do not go down easily, when more data are available.
Yet I discuss CP asymmetries which are subtle: they depend on the interferences of SM & ND amplitudes.
τ decays
CPT invariance predicts
Measuring X S=0 with accuracy test our understanding non-perturbative QCD forces. It seems we have the best chance to find CPV in different
show a difference of 2.9 σ between SM prediction due to well-known K 0 −K 0 oscillation:
note the sign. One cannot brag about 2.9 σ difference; however, one has to measure CPV in τ + → νK + π 0 , νK + π + π − etc. and think about correlations due to CPT invariance. Available data measure only integrated CP asymmetries. We have to probe regional CP asymmetries; we have to wait for Belle II (and Super-Tau-Charm Factory if & when it exists). It would be wonderful, if polarized e + e − beams exist [60] . One has to compare regional data for τ + → νπ
It is a test of experimental uncertainties; it would be a miracle to show CPV there. These items will be discussed in details soon [67] .
One has to measure accurately the correlations with DCS D
etc. I would mostly say that these τ decays allow to calibrate data to probe DCS & SCS in D ones. However surprises can happen and show subtle road to find dark matter.
Production of pairs of τ leptons to probe their EDMs
The difference of the SM predictions for (g − 2) µ with the data on the 3 σ level led to huge interest in our community and also for EDM of the electron, neutrons etc. [70] . Furthermore it enhanced that about τ EDM in more subtle ways [71, 72, 73, 67] . Transitions of τ + τ − is subtle between production vs. decays. We know the SM has no connection with the huge asymmetry of matter vs. anti-matter. It is possible that the source of that could be found in EDMs somewhere or its connection with others. No EDMs have been found anywhere neither in EDMs for electrons, muons, atoms, nuclei etc.
It was looked for d τ in measuring e + e − → τ + τ − [75] :
There are some subtle comments: one can discuss weak dipole moment through effective Z 0 couplings [72] . So far we have limits [76] :
The probability to find τ EDMs is small, but not zero. Therefore we have to try our best; if you do not like it, you are in the wrong 'business'.
Connections with the decays of beauty hadrons
Direct CPV ∼ 0.1 was predicted [28, 29] inB d → K − π + about the impact of strong re-scattering (& pointed out theoretical uncertainties); it was found much later. FSI produces not only complex landscape for many-body FS, but also with large impact.
CP asymmetries in B
± with CPT invariance
The CKM suppressed weak decays of beauty hadrons produce FS with more hadrons than two, three & four ones. Therefore one expects that CPT invariance is not a 'practical' tool in beauty decays; however surprises had appeared. Data show that CKM suppressed B decays mostly populate the boundaries of Dalitz plots, while the centers are close to being empty. At the qualitative level one should not been surprised. CPV comes from interferences; therefore one expects large regional ones -but how much and where?
LHCb data show sizable CP asymmetries averaged over the FS [16] :
with 2.8 σ & 3.7 σ from zero. The sizes of these averaged asymmetries are not surprising; however it does not mean that we could really predict them. It is very interesting that they come with opposite sign due to CPT invariance. LHCb data show 'regional' CP asymmetries [16] : [52, 53] . (b) We have to remember that the true underlying dynamics do not often give the best fitting analyses. There is sizable space for 'thinking', namely use better theoretical tools for strong FSI like dispersion relations.
One expects large regional CP asymmetries -but where and so large? They focus on small regions in the Dalitz plots, while the centers are mostly empty. I am surprised; at least they give us more highly non-trival lessons about non-perturbative QCD. Again averaged CP asymmetries need large ones in small regional areas. One should note not only the strengths of these asymmetries, but again also their signs and discuss the impact of broad scalar resonances vs. narrow ones (like due to dispersion relations).
CP asymmetries in beauty baryons
So far CP asymmetries have been probed in two-body FS [19] : • We have an even richer experimental landscape in charm & beauty hadrons and τ leptons for the future, namely existing experiments LHCb )(& maybe for ATLAS & CMS), BES III and Belle II. Their programs will deepen our understanding of fundamental dynamics. There are excellent plans for building Super-Tau-Charm factory, Super-Z 0 factory etc.
• It is not enough to measure two-body FS; we have to probe three-& four-body FS We have to go from the accuary era to precision one with the best available tools like dispersion relation that need connection with theory & experiment.
• There are connections of LQCD & local theoretical technologies like HQE, OPE.
• Looking for a golden medal is not enough. It is crucial to think about and measure correlations in flavor transitions.
• Using averaged strong phases is a first step. It is obvious we have to go beyond that, namely measure regional phases. The 'road' for three-body FS is obvious (in the world of theorists). For four-body FS the landscape is more 'complex': First we can probe averaged asymmetries, then moments (& correlations with different definitions) and then semi-regional ones with Γ i =Γ i -and of course about 'thinking'.
Then I summarize the main point semi-quantatitvely. (b) While QCD is the only local QFT that can describe strong forces, it is crucial to understand non-perturbative dynamics. We learn much more lessons about its impact and how it deals with other tools, namely OPE, HQE & chiral symmetry. While charm hadrons act mostly as heavy flavor ones, it tells us how they approach the limits of heavy flavor states. In particular charm transitions give excellent testing ground for our quantitative control of LQCD.
(c) It shows the differences of spectroscopy vs. weak dynamics, but also their connections, which are often subtle. Charm hadrons -including baryons -and τ give very good testing grounds.
(d) We have to go from accuracy to precision about fundamental dynamics. We need not only more data, but also more & much better theoretical tools. Therefore I discuss those tools in general in Sect.2.
(e) Obviously I am a fan of probing CP asymmetries. However there are real good reason. One probes interferences of SM & ND amplitudes. More importantly: we have to measure regional CP asymmetries at least with accuracy [54, 77] . If somebody does not like tough challenges, she/he is in the wrong 'business'.
The Probing flavor dynamics of quarks still has an important future ahead, but the landscape has changed: we have to go from accuracy to precision and emphasize correlations [78] 22
Classical Greek art shows the connection of beauty with symmetry; there is an excellent example from Rome, see Fig.6 .
In early Renaissance around 1455 A.D. Piero della Francesa painted the dream of Constantine (the Great) the night before his crucial battle just outside of Rome at 312 A.D.; you can see the connection with different dimensions, see Fig.7 . The painter Piero della Francesa was also known as a mathematitian & geometer. 22 Computers can solve many problem -but not all; we should not forget thinking. One recent example: The control computer on a plane while it was flying 'told' the plane to fly deeper & deeper for no good reason; in the end the people on the plane were saved, since the 'experienced' pilot successed to control of the plane away from the computer. Is there an allegory in this event? It is wonderful to dream about Super-Symmetry (SUSY) etc., but we need to be protected by the data -on the long time scale; 'miracles' can happen. Allow me a personal comment: for me there should be a deeper, but subtle connection of fundamental dynamics and symmetry. In the end data are the judges -but the true time scales can be long based on our expercience. I do not like to give up 'wonderful' ideas early.
